BARD
SCHOOL
BECOME A BARD
ACQUIRE TIMELESS WISDOM
AND THE ABILITY TO SEE
DEEPLY

What is this all
about?
This is about a long rigorous course of training to
develop a body of skills that are as relevant today as
they ever were.
It is inspired by the Bardic Schools of archaic and
medieval Ireland, by the Courts of Poetry and the
Hedge Schools and indeed Chiron’s Academy, the
centaur who trained the good and the great of the
Greek World.
We will follow much of what we know of the content,
the literature (oral and mythic), the history, the law
and also develop the practical skills of myth-telling in
the oral style.
But we will also draw on cutting edge thinking from
neuroscience, classical studies, decision science,
psychoanalysis and cultural studies. And also from
developments in marketing and branding as well as
explore the use of cultural myth in politics.

INFLUENCE
people feel before they think
ORALITY
Core storytelling skills for an age of secondary orality
INSIGHT
The ability to see deeply through ‘silver branch perception’
WISDOM
Immersing in ‘what brings out the best’

Why a Bard
School

MASTERY
Of some essential competence for the modern world
PURPOSE
Uncovering your (and other) mythic purpose and archetype
AUTONOMY
Sense of urgencyin a turbulent world

• Journalists and Critics: understanding the
deeper currents of culture
• Marketeer and Brand: knowing the roots of
iconic messaging

Who is a Bard
School for?

• Teachers and Guides: imparting timeless
wisdom through story
• Psychologist/Theropist: learn the oldest
form of psychology
• Law and Public Source: what holds culture
together and is restorative justice
• Politics and Leadership: emotion side of
political decision making

T H E
I N S P I R A T I O N
F O R T H E
B A R D
S C H O O L

The Eighteen Myth Immersions
Module 1
Nine Waves ImmersionI – Silver Branch Perception
An Introduction to the Mythological, Ulster and King Cycles
Module 2
Nine Waves Immersion II
Myths of Chosen and Not Chosen Peoples plus the Fenian Cycle

Wisdom
Modules
Encoded with the myths of a Culture are the encoded wisdom
that peoples. It is communally sanctioned wisdom in that what
is valuable is collectively decided. It is then passed on through
oral myth tellings.
These tellings are always heard in terms of today. The myths
are not true. The myths are not the truth. But they reveal the
truth. And this is why they are so special, so valuable.

Module 3
Nine waves Immersion III
Myths of the Peoples from Somewhere Else
Exile, Migration and Homecoming (Nostes)
Module 4
Analysing Story, Myth and Culture
Interpretive tools from many fields to help you ‘see deeply’
Module 5
Myth in Popular Culture and Politics
Applying the analysis to cultural production and politics
Module 6
Mythic History. A look at history through the lens of the big stories and myths
Module 7
Greek Middle East Myth
An immersion in the timeless Archetypes and myths of Greece
Module 8
Norse and German Myth
An immersion in the Archetypes and myths of Northern Europe
Module 9
Myth of East Asia
An immersion in the myths of China, Japan and surrounds plus some history
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Introduction and Silver Branch Perception
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Nine waves II
Myths of Chosen Not Chosen People
Winter
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Myths of
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Nine waves III
Myths of Exile and Return
Summer
School
Myths of
the Civil
War

Analysing Story and Myth
Archetypal and Mythic Roots in
Culture and Politics

Mythic History
Looking at world history from the
perspective of the ‘big mythic’ stories

World Makng and Culture
Imaginatires The construction of
worlds read, imagined and cultic

Greek Archetypes and Myth
One of the foundational mythologies
in Western Culture in story and film

Hebrew Mythology (Old testament)
Another foundational mythology in
culture, history and politics

Norse Mythology
A mythology at the core of many
popular vast narratives

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE – ACTION BASED LEARNING
Preparation
Acquiring some bardic skills through
guided practice

Action Learning
This is all about becoming a ‘myth teller’ whatever
your field – teaching, marketing, politics and the
most effective approach is an apprenticeship using
action learning

Review/Report
The important writing up of the
immersive journey

